
MODESTY PANELS

2022 PRICE LIST
version #090122

Minimum order / Freight charge
Orders for $5,000 or more list (contiguous U.S.): freight and minimum order charges included
Orders less than $5000 list (contiguous U.S.)
Zone 1 $200 net
Zone 2 $260 net

Special Charges
Custom metal finish: contact service@symphonytables.com for a quote

Lead Time
varies - please email service@symphonytables.com to confirm lead time

Please send purchase orders to service@symphonytables.com

Symphony Contact Information
   phone 866-507-7795
   fax 888-683-0007
   service@symphonytables.com
   www.SymphonyTables.com
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modesty panels
for flip / nest tables

modesty panels
fixed

material description width model no. list

laminate fixed (LX)

35.5 OMLX836 240
41.5 OMLX842 250
47.5 OMLX848 260
53.5 OMLX854 330
59.5 OMLX860 340
65.5 OMLX866 400
71.5 OMLX872 410

laminate fixed modesty wire channel list
60" x 3" x 3" black 59.5 AWMLXWC5 230
72" x 3" x 3" black 71.5 AWMLXWC6 250
attaches to inside of laminate modesty with factory installed double sided tape
additional lengths available

perforated metal fixed (MP) width model no. list

35.75 OMMP936 530
47.75 OMMP948 560
59.75 OMMP960 630
71.75 OMMP972 700

solid metal fixed (MS) width model no. list

35.75 OMMS936 510
47.75 OMMS948 550
59.75 OMMS960 620
71.75 OMMS972 650

acrylic fixed (AX) width model no. list
47.5 OMAX948S 560
59.5 OMAX960S 830
71.5 OMAX972S 840

47.5 OMAX948B 560
59.5 OMAX960B 720
71.5 OMAX972B 840

8" high fixed laminate modesty panel
Select laminate and edge color
3/8” thick particle board laminated with 0.050” thick plastic 
available with PVC or laminate edge
Attaches with "L" bracket fixed hardware

We recommend using  tops with 90 degree corners to allow the modesty to be flush with the front (PVEA and UPER for example). 
Vinyl edge tops have radiused corners so modesty must be positioned back from the front edge.

9" high solid metal fixed modesty panel

Inside metal wire raceway included
20 gauge fabricated steel

(ME) Standard metal powder coat finishes :
Flat Black (FB), Furniture White (FW),  Inner Tone (IT), Light Tone (LT), 
Medium Tone (MT), Metallic Silver (MS).

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you 
plan to specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, 

9" high perforated metal fixed modesty panel
Inside metal wire raceway included
20 gauge fabricated steel

(ME) Standard metal powder coat finishes :
Flat Black (FB), Furniture White (FW),  Inner Tone (IT), Light Tone (LT), 
Medium Tone (MT), Metallic Silver (MS).

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you 
plan to specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, 
email service@symphonytables.com

8" high acrylic modesty panel
3/8" double sided frosted acrylic panel
includes (2) brackets and covers for 48" panels
includes (3) brackets and covers for 60" & 72" panels
silver (S) or black (B) brackets available

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you plan to 
specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, email 
service@symphonytables.com

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you plan to 
specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, email 
service@symphonytables.com

material description width model no. list

fabric hanging (FH)

35.75 OMFH1036 290
41.75 OMFH1042 300
47.75 OMFH1048 310
53.75 OMFH1054 320
59.75 OMFH1060 330
65.75 OMFH1066 340
71.75 OMFH1072 350

laminate hanging (LH) width model no. list

35.5 OMLH836 350
41.5 OMLH842 390
47.5 OMLH848 410
53.5 OMLH854 470
59.5 OMLH860 500
65.5 OMLH866 550

*the modesty panel will flip "DOWN" 71.5 OMLH872 570
(do not use with C type bases)

laminate reverse hinge (RH) width model no. list

35.5 OMRH836 440
41.5 OMRH842 480
47.5 OMRH848 510
53.5 OMRH854 560
59.5 OMRH860 580
65.5 OMRH866 650
71.5 OMRH872 680

* modesty panel will flip "UP"

perforated metal for flip nest (PH) width model no. list

47-7/8 OMPH948 730
59-7/8 OMPH960 780
71-7/8 OMPH972 860

* modesty panel will flip "UP"

acrylic for flip nest (AH) width model no. list
47.5 OMAH948S 590
59.5 OMAH960S 780
71.5 OMAH972S 900

47.5 OMAH948B 590
59.5 OMAH960B 780
71.5 OMAH972B 900

* modesty panel will flip "DOWN"

10" high fabric hanging modesty panel
Black mesh fabric with black liner  
Additional non-standard widths available up to 72" wide.
Steel rod frame 
Pivot hardware allows modesty to swing & fold for easy storage
Hidden wire raceway on inside is secured with multiple Velcro strips.

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power / accessories 
you plan to specify will work with this modesty panel, email 
service@symphonytables.com

We recommend using  tops with 90 degree corners to allow the modesty to be flush with the front (PVEA and UPER for example). 
Vinyl edge tops have radiused corners so modesty must be positioned back from the front edge.

8" high reverse hinge laminate modesty panel 
for Zoey / Keller over 24" deep or flip nest base table - the modesty 
panel shall flip "UP" when the table is in the nested position

Select laminate and edge color
3/8” thick particle board laminated with 0.050” thick plastic laminate 
available with PVC or laminate edge
attaches with Reverse hinge modesty panel bracket
For Zoey or Keller flip nest tables that are over 24" deep or ANY "C" type 
base flip / nest table so the modesty panel will flip up instead of down 

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you plan 
to specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, email 
service@symphonytables.com

9" high perforated metal modesty panel 
.125 diameter holes on a 2 x 2 inch grid
reverse hinge modesty panel bracket

(ME) Standard metal powder coat finishes :
Flat Black (FB) or Metallic Silver (MS). **Additional powder coat metal finishes 
are available on orders with a quantity of 10+ modesty panels in the same size 
and finish

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you plan to 
specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, email 
service@symphonytables.com

8" high hanging laminate modesty panel (Do not use with C bases)
Select laminate and edge color
3/8” thick particle board laminated with 0.050” thick plastic laminate 
available with PVC or laminate edge
attaches with Nester series hanging modesty panel bracket

**Do not use the laminate hanging modesty panel for Zoey or Keller flip 
nest tables over 24" deep, 24" deep tops are OK but any other size over 
24" could result in the modesty panel hitting the legs when the table is in 
the nested position.

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you 
plan to specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, 
email service@symphonytables.com

8" high acrylic modesty panel
3/8" double sided frosted acrylic panel
includes (2) brackets and covers for 48" panels
includes (3) brackets and covers for 60" & 72" panels
silver (S) or black (B) brackets available

* Contact customer service to ensure that any power or accessories you plan to 
specify will work with this modesty panel and your base selection, email 
service@symphonytables.com


